 REQUIREMENTS FOR USE OF PERSONAL CAR DURING THE SCHOOL

A participant in the High Performance Driving School may use his own car during autocross and/or track exercises only upon the following terms:

1. The car must be duly inspected for the Event by a ASE or equivalent qualified mechanic acceptable to SBRS, and both mechanic and owner must complete the SBRS Technical Inspection form.

2. The owner must read and sign the SBRS Agreement, Release and Waiver form for use of the car.

3. At the Event, SBRS personnel may at any time examine the car, and may in their sole discretion prohibit or limit use of the car based on either the condition of the car or the abilities or attitude of the driver.

4. The owner should at the Event make final safety checks of the car, including but not limited to:

   a. **Exterior check**
      - Clear glass
      - Functional brake lights
      - Proper tires, pressure checked
      - No looseness in suspension
      - No looseness in steering
      - Exhaust system OK
      - Brakes OK
      - Gas cap tight

   b. **Under Hood check**
      - No fluid leaks
      - Hoses, belts & wiring secure
      - Battery clamped & secure
      - Throttle return positive

   c. **Interior Check**
      - No loose items
      - Floor mats removed or secured
      - Lap and shoulder belt

5. All cars must be street legal and suitable for this Event; no race cars, no slicks, etc.